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Explosive Testimony From Inside US Jihadi Cult
The Clarion Intelligence Network has obtained an explosive testimony

from a former member of Jammat ul-Fuqra–now known as Muslims of the

Americas (MOA)—an Islamist apocalyptic cult that claims to have 22

―Islamic villages‖ in the U.S. including its 70-

acre ―Islamberg‖ headquarters in upstate New York.This member even

went on a MOA trip to Pakistan to meet with their radical cleric, Sheikh

Mubarak Ali Gilani, and join with other terrorist groups for training

arranged by the Pakistani government’s intelligence agency (ISI).The

testimony gives an unprecedented look inside the MOA cult and how

terrorists groups backed by Pakistan are overseen and coordinated by the

ISI intelligence service.

Future guide dogs get TSA checkpoint training at BWI to practice 
when they go on flights

Future guide dogs had an opportunity to practice going through a TSA

checkpoint Monday night so that they would be more familiar with the

checkpoint screening process when they do need to catch a flight.TSA

officials at Baltimore-Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport

screened 27 puppies and their trainers from the Guiding Eyes for the Blind’s

puppy raising regions of Maryland, as they came through the checkpoint in

an effort to acclimate the future guide dogs with an important piece of the

airport experience.

Islamic State fighters heading home: Is Southeast Asia ready?
Roughly 1,000 Southeast Asians joined the conflict in Iraq and Syria. With

the terrorist group’s military collapse, Insight examines whether they will rise

again in their home countries.The Islamic State was officially declared

defeated in Syria in March, following years of military pressure from a 79-

member coalition. That the region is emerging as a terrorism hotspot is

evidenced in the rise of terror attacks in several countries, including

Indonesia, the Philippines and also Sri Lanka.

2 Singaporeans detained under ISA for intending to join Islamic 
State in Syria Two Singaporeans have been detained under the Internal Security Act (ISA)

for intending to travel to Syria to join the Islamic State (IS) militant group, the

Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) said on Thursday (Jul 25).In a press

release, the ministry said that the first case involved 36-year-old licensed

money changer Kuthubdeen Haja Najumudeen, who had been a follower of

Sri Lankan radical preacher Zahran Hashim. Haja was arrested in May this

year. The second case involved Suderman Samikin, a 47-year-old former

delivery assistant, who was arrested in July. Suderman was radicalised after encountering lectures by

Anwar al-Awlaki, an "Al-Qaeda ideologue" who is now dead.
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Footage is being circulated among ISIS Telegram channels showing children

and women held in northern Syria’s al-Hol refugee camp hoisting a makeshift

ISIS flag and women separately vowing vengeance in the name of the terror

group.More than 75,000 people are housed at the internally displaced persons

camp run by the Syrian Democratic Forces, including thousands of ISIS wives

and children. Last month, about 800 ISIS family members were released from

the camp after Kurdish officials determined they were not a security risk.

ISIS Kids, Women Raise Flag of Terror Group at Syrian Camp

Internal TSA Memo Calls for Changes to Airport Food Truck 
Screening Process
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) told its inspectors this week

that changes need to be made to the food truck screening process at airports

following Fox News’ exposure of a security gap at the nation’s largest

transport hubs.TSA documents obtained by Fox News last week showed that

food catering trucks were allowed to pass through airport gates without facing

proper security screenings. The investigation revealed that airlines pay private

contractors and trust them to stop explosives from ending up in catering carts.

Aviation Security Questioned as Stowaway Falls from Landing Gear 
into Garden
There have been calls for fresh scrutiny of aviation security as efforts

continue to identify a man whose frozen body fell into a garden in London

from the landing gear of a Kenya Airways plane.Investigations have centred

on Nairobi airport, where the man is believed to have concealed himself in

the aircraft, but one aviation expert suggested airlines and plane

manufacturers could take steps including fitting heat sensors to detect

stowaways.A bag, water and some food were discovered in the landing gear

compartment after the flight arrived at London Heathrow on June 30. The

man’s body was found in a garden in Clapham, south London, shortly before

3.40pm that day.

LAX Unveils New Germ-Fighting Bins At TSA Security Checkpoints
Germaphobes rejoice! Los Angeles International Airport is rolling out new bins

at security screening lines designed to deter bacteria buildup.―This is another

small sign of the way that we are working to improve the passenger’s

experience,‖ said airport spokesman Heath Montgomery. ―We are looking at all

of the details, all the way down to what you’re putting your stuff into at the

security checkpoints.‖ And while bin bacteria hasn’t been a huge concern at

LAX, Montgomery says the new containers will help improve airport clean-

Airport Security Operations Managers Course – This 5 day          

course is now open for registration. For more details go to: 

https://saa.caas.gov.sg/web/saa/home

liness and lessen fears of contracting diseases, especially with thousands of people handling the bins each

day.The bins are made of materials that slow down bacterial growth, and even though they’re the same size

as the previous ones, their slim and shallow design will make it harder for passengers to stack items on top

of one another and obstruct X-ray images.


